WHY ARE LEFTS IN THE WORLD SMALL IN NUMBER?
Boris Ikhlov
Our organization, Russian political union “Worker”, was created in 1983. The aim was the reestablishment
of Soviet power. We believe the CPRF like CPSU is anti-communist party. We hate Stalinism. We believe the
Putin-Medvedev regime is criminal, anti-people, pro-American. We believe all nationalist movements in Russia
are the deception of workers.
I want smart people to tell me something. I am referring to those who read Trotsky', Moreno, Cliff, Mandel,
Healy, Lambert, Glyukshtein, etc. books. I read books of these authors too, but have not found an answer.
Therefore, I ask clarification.
1) Lefts in the world organized assistance to the Bosnian Muslims. Why do not they have organized
resistance to NATO when it was seized Bosnia? Why do not they count?
2) Why are all left in the world supported by Washington, when he was attacked by Milosevic? No
Washington, but Milosevic is the main enemy of the working class, isn’t it? Do lefts understand, that they just
cleared the way for NATO?
3) Why the lefts, when the Albanians in Kosovo have become the masters, shut up? Do not they know that
the Kosovo Albanians organise ethnic cleansing? Do lefts know that Albanians kill Serb children and sell their
organs? Do they know that hundreds of thousands of Serbs were forced to leave Kosovo because of the
repression? Probably left mouths scored with sand.
4) Left argue that they were opposed to the NATO intervention in Libya, etc. But are lefts small children?
Do they realize that they actually, objectively cleared the way for NATO by their support of the
"revolutionaries" and their actions against Qaddafi?
5) Would modern lefts in the 30s have supported the right to self-determination of the Sudeten Germans?
And then be told that they were against Hitler?
6) Why is the regime in Libya was declared a totalitarian? After all, there was no refugee from Libya. On
the contrary, there were immigrants to Libya. Because Libya was a high standard of living.
7) Lenin said that in a revolutionary situation is always a sharp impoverishment of the masses than usual.
Have leftists ever read Lenin?
8) The Left defended the right of Kosovo to self-determination. Why do not they defend the right of
Abkhazia and South Ossetia to self-determination? Because it is in the interests of Russia? And Georgia right is
supported by Washington! Lefts are again in agreement with Washington.
Why does the left do not support the right of Transnistria to self-determination? Lefts so hate Russia and are
so fond of the U.S., is it so?
But it's not logical. After all, leftists believe that the degenerated workers' state is better than capitalism, is
not it?
9) Why do lefts run any Washington order without question? Washington commanded: "Gaddafi is the main
enemy." Left were immediately saying: "Gaddafi is the main enemy of the working class." Washington
ordered: "Milosevic - the main enemy." Left repeated. Washington commanded: "Assad is the main enemy."
Left repeated.
Why is the left position always the same position of Washington? Is it possible that lefts has no other work,
only to follow Washington?
Washington does not want the competition to his dollar with the euro. Left across the whole Europe
immediately organized in Amsterdam 30000th demonstration against the unification of Europe. Even the union,
which has always insisted that is not involved in politics, also took part in a demonstration!
10) There was the first socialist revolution in our country. Large and small capitalist countries had
organized the intervention. There was no a capitalist country that has suddenly decided to help the
revolutionaries.
But the world has changed. The world has gone mad. Today, NATO is helping the revolutionaries in Libya,
and Syria. By arms, instructors, aircraft, navy, missiles. So much so, that revolutionaries demand money from
imperialism, from international banks - to support the revolution. And they get this money!
Could a world imagine that in October 1917 the Allies supported bolsheviks and opposed the dictatorship of
the Bloody Nicholas II?
As Lenin put forward the false accusation that he took money from the Kaiser, all the imperialist camp
raised such a squeal! Until now, the liberals in Russia are asserting that the October Revolution was carried out
with German money. Today imperialism gives the "revolutionaries" money for the revolution. And all keep
silence.

Normal people just say: "This is not a revolution. These are not the revolutionaries, if imperialism helps
them.” Why do lefts believe the killers of Lebanese and Syrian revolutionaries? Are they crazy?
11) Why is the Left's position always coincides with the position of Russian pro-American liberals? Why is
the position of the left and anti-communists are identical, as Washington wants to spread democracy around
anywhere?
12) Do lefts know, that ethnic cleansings in Kosovo, which Serbs staged, are a myth? The British have
already shown the film, in what manner they falsified the events. They showed the events of the PAST wars.
They showed Albanians behind barbed wire. In fact, the Albanians stood in front of the barbed wire at large.
This is well shown in the film. Why do lefts so firmly believe the bourgeois media? It seems that Lenin taught
us not to believe? Or lefts have not read Lenin…
In Manchester, I asked to give me pictures of ethnic cleansing. I have not shown a single photograph.
13) The lefts hand poked in Srebrenica. Why are they silent about 155 Serb villages destroyed? About the
Muslim atrocities in Bratuntse, Kravica, and other Skelanah burned Serbian villages around Srebrenica?
Do they know there were 10 thousand choice men, heavily armed thugs in Srebrenica? That UN troops
backed thugs? Why lefts were talking about completely destroyed the population of Srebrenica? Three thousand
Srebrenica Muslims took part in the elections in 1996. Miraculously resurrected? Why do lefts repeat
newspaper digit "8 thousand killed?" It is no more than 1,700 bodies were found.
Images, which depict emaciated Bosnian prisoners prohibitive are elementary photoshop. Watchtower and
barbed wire are "borrowed" from Auschwitz. The same thing - "documentary" TV reports. Yes, the camps
were. For the exchange of prisoners. But Muslims had camps too.
Lefts assure that they had always protested against the invasion of NATO. But why lefts together with
Washington spread lie? The same lie?
How can I at first support the occasion (to speak out against Gaddafi), and then to war with consequence
(NATO invasion)?
And why lefts nor uttered a word about Saudi Arabia or Bahrain? Regimes in these countries are much
more totalitarian. Perhaps because these countries are pro-American?
14) Yushchenko and Tymoshenko are pro-American. Why did lefts support them? Because Yanukovych is
the pro-Russian? Or Yanukovych does not hate Russia? Do lefts know that Washington paid for “revolution”?
300 doll. per capita. Yanukovich paid 40 doll. only. My friends were in the Ukraine. They are witnesses.
One left the Frenchman told me that Kuchma is totalitarianism.
But the Soviet Union was no totalitarian. Totalitarianism was only under Stalin. Under Brezhnev employees
during the change went shopping. Well, let totalitarianism. But you think – it was degenerated workers' state.
And it is better to capitalism. So you had to support Kuchma. Against the pro-American Yushchenko and
Tymoshenko, hadn’t you.
15) In August 1999, Chechen fighters invaded Dagestan. Not Russia invaded Chechnya, but Chechnya
invaded Russia. Why did lefts support the aggressor?
What are the reasons for attacking? In August, the first sections of the oil pipes were laid in Dagestan. In
bypassing Chechnya.
Do the Left know that BP has funded Chechen rebels? That the British intelligence services were preparing
Chechen rebels? For killed Russian privates were paid $ 200, per officer - $ 300?
16) Why do lefts support to Georgia? Georgia is a satellite of the main imperialist, United States. Do lefts
know that Russia didn’t attack Georgia, but Georgian fascists attacked on South Ossetia? Women, old men and
children took refuge in the cellars of the houses. Georgian fascists were looking for and threw them by
grenades.
17) In Tunisia, Egypt, Libya Islamic fundamentalists came to power. They are even more dictators than the
previous governments. Government in Libya allowed to have many wifes and imposed shariat laws. In Egypt,
in the second round was a representative of the previous government. Hillary Clinton was glad when the
animals were killed Gaddafi. This is the result of the actions of the lefts.
18) According to the majority of UN observers people were killed in the Hula from close range. That is, by
"revolutionaries", and not from the shelling. The satellites did not detect traces of shelling.
What is the reason for Assad to kill people in Hula? To be blamed? For the reason for the invasion of
NATO? The UN Security Council once again wishes to deceive the international community, as in the case of
Srebrenica?
Do lefts know that the U.S. regularly supply the Syrian "revolutionaries" weapon?
19) Why are there no masses behind lefts? Why do they get in the election one and a half percent? Why
they can not do anything in their own countries? May be the answer is - in my questions?

One can say exactly – such lefts are fashists. It doesn’t need clairfications.

